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VAVA Kicks Off 2020 by Showcasing 4K UST Laser Projector and 4K Dash
Cam at CES Las Vegas

VAVA, a leading consumer electronics company, will be exhibiting at CES 2020 to showcase its
portfolio of products, including VAVA 4K Projector, VAVA 4K Dash Cam, and other innovative
products.

LAS VEGAS (PRWEB) January 06, 2020 -- VAVA, a leading consumer electronics company delivering
innovations that empower our users to focus on the life moments that really matter, will be exhibiting at CES
2020 to showcase its portfolio of products, including VAVA 4K Projector, VAVA 4K Dash Cam, and other
innovative products.

VAVA will demo its 4K ultra short throw laser projector at its CES Venetian suite, where guests can watch
cinematic movies and play video games on the amazing 100 inch projector screen. Visitors and media are
welcome to come and relax among their busy schedules, while getting a personalized amazing home theater
experience. The VAVA 4K Projector creates up to 150’’ cinematic projections at just 7 inches away from the
wall. After raising more than $2M on Indiegogo, VAVA 4K Projector is now the best selling 4K UST laser
projector on Amazon and is available for purchase at $2,799.

VAVA is offering its 4K dash cam for review. To demonstrate its use case, VAVA will be offering rides in Las
Vegas to reporters. Riders will be able to see live view from the VAVA dash cam app, snap photos & videos
with the remote snapshot button, and then see the 4K dash cam media on the VAVA 4K projector once they
arrive at the VAVA suite. Dubbed as “the GoPro for every driver,” the VAVA 4K Dash Cam is the first true
lifestyle 4K HD car camera with 360° swivel view to record inside and outside of the car. VAVA will also be
bringing its family of dash cam products, including the 1080p dash cam, the 1080p dual lens dash cam and an
upcoming single unit with front and back cameras.

VAVA will be at Pepcom Digital Experience on the evening of 1/6/2020 at The Mirage in Las Vegas. It will
then be showcasing its array of products at The Venetian Suite no. 30-139, Floor 30, Room 139. Visitors and
reporters are welcome to book a tour between 1/7/2010 to 1/9/2020. For more information, contact VAVA at
olivia.liang@vava.com.

About VAVA:
Modern lifestyles need meaningful technology. VAVA’s passion is helping everyone live smarter through
innovative development, creating high-quality products that you just can’t find elsewhere. This is demonstrated
by our designs, from our award winning VAVA Dash Cameras to our cutting edge VAVA 4K Projector.
#LetsVAVA
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